Abstract-
This paper presents the architeam of an electronic device, which is able to handle the interworking functionalities between ISDN, ATM and Ethernet environments, and discusses the integration of such device on different network scenarios. On the next section, it is presented the architecture of the Interworking Unit while the section tree characterizes the main interfaces of the system. Section four describes some interconnection scenarios and the section five summarizes the main conclusions.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Since the main objective of the ATM Interworking Unit is the conversion of ISDN and Ethernet traffic to the ATM formats, most conversion procedures have to be located on lower layers of the OS1 protocol reference model, namely the Physical Layer and the Medium Access Control Layer. On the upper layers, the information flow generated by network applications can be carried out transparently, through the IWU, over different transmission or network protocols such as IP, IPX, NetBEUI, AppleTalk or DECNet.
The figure 1 illustrates the interconnection of Ethernet, ISDN and ATM terminals through the Interworking Unit. The hardware architecture of the proposed IWU is based on a central processor, which manages the data transfer between different line interface modules and the memory, as is sketched on the bloc diagram of the figure 2. While each line interface module performs the line termination and the associated transfer protocols for each network environment, the processor performs the protocol conversion between different environments.
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The proposed Interworking device has two data buses: the Utopia Bus [ 11, which sustains the cell transfer between line interface modules; and the processor bus, which allows that ATM cells, ISDN channels and Ethernet packets, maybe transferred between line interfaces, the processor, and the memory.
The processor unit, based on the Motorola PowerQlllcc [2] architecture and the Tornado operation system, is able to support real time applications. 
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A. ISDN Interfaces
The Interworking Unit has two ISDN interfaces for the basic and the primary access, respectively.
I ) Basic Access
The Basic Access Interface is specified at the reference point S, by several ITU recommendations
With a transmission rate of 144 Kbit/s, S bus is able to interconnected at least 8 terminals, by sharing one or two 64 Kbit/s time slots for data information transfer (B channel), while the signaling information is transported out of band on a 16 kbit/s D Channel.
The Basic Access Interface can be used to interconnect ISDN terminals to Local Area Networks (LANs) over a Public Switched Network (PSN), trough one or more of the other interfaces of the IWU (i.e. the Primary ISDN access, the ATM interface or the Ethernet).
2) Primary Access
Physical and logical characteristics of ISDN primary access interface are specified by ITU [8].
While the basic access interface is able to interconnect ISDN terminals trough different LANs over the PSN, the primary access interface is appropriate to support the interconnection of different network environment, such as ATM or Ethernet.
B. Ethernet Interface
Since most of computer terminals communicate trough an Ethernet Interface, according to EEE 802.3 standards, namely 10 Base T and 100 Base T specifications, the proposed IWU have to handle with these interfaces at physical and logical levels, to convert the Ethernet environment to ISDd or ATM specifications.
C. AZMlnterfaces
The Interworking Unit has two ATM physical interfaces: one operates at 2 Mbit/s and the other operates at 25 Mbit/s.
PHYSICAL AND LOGICAL INTERFACES 1) ITU-TG804
Since the IWU have to convert Merent network environments, the proposed electronic device has to support the appropriated physical and logical interfaces to interconnect several types of terminals.
On the 2 M E W S ATM interface, the cells are mapped according ITU-T recommendation G. 
B. A TMIEthernet Interworking
The proposed IWU supports Routing, Bridge and Gateway functions on ATMiEthernet environments. 
